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ABSTRACT 

Various schemes are examined in this study on the suppression of beam break-up (BBU) in a standing wave free electron 
laser two-beam accelerator (SWFEL/TBA). Two schemes are found to be not only able to effectively suppress the BBU but at 
the same time have minimum effect on the microwave generation process inside the SWFEL cavities. One is making tbe 
cavity-iris junction sufficiently gradual and the other is stagger-tuning the caviues. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The standing-wave free-electron laser two-beam accelerator (SWFEL/TBA) has been proposed as a candidate for the next 
generation linear collider1^ and many studies on its feasibility have been carried outA 4 *^ In this device a high-energy, low-
current electron or positron beam is expected to be accelerated to a very high energy, -TeV by microwave power generated 
from a sequence of many SWFEL cavities driven by a second beam of high current, low energy. Previous studies have 
revealed many merits of this version of a high gradient linear collider3'*, but they also indicated a potential difficulty in 
designing its long drive-beam device,5'6 which is the so called beam break-up (3BU) problem7. It is known that BBU is likely 
to occur in a high-current, low-energy beam, the type of beam that is to be used as drive beam in a SWFEL/TBA. Generally 
speaking, BBU results from unstable transverse beam dynamics due to transverse wake fields which are generated by 
relativistic charged particles in the devices through which they are transported. In the case of SWFEL/TBA the BBU is the 
cumulative beam break-up (BBU) for a long pulse and the transverse wake fields are due to the large changes in transverse 
dimmension at me junctions between die cavities and the irises which are necessary for cutting off the field modes and 
creating the standing waves inside the cavities. In this device if an injected multi-bunch electron beam is initially off axis, even 
by a small amount, it can excite transverse dipole wake field in the cavities, which gives kicks to all bunches to the rear. Once 
a bunch is kicked farther away from the axis, it has a larger electric dipole moment and therefore excites larger wake field 
which generates harder kicks to the bunches in die rear. This effect cumulates as the beam goes through the cavities. When die 
growdi of the transverse displacement of the beam is large enough, at one point, the beam will scrape the wall of die beam 
pipes and beam break-up occurs. Thus, in order to transport the electron beam in a SWFEL/TBA die BBU must be suppressed. 

A previous work by Kim, et al 5 gave a first quantative study of this issue. It was examined in that work several schemes 
that may be employed to minimize die deleterious effect of the transverse dipole wake field on the electron beam in a 
SWFEL/TBA. Aldiough most of these schemes have demonstrated themself to be quite effective in suppressing the BBU uiey 
either require a considerable amount of damping inside the cavities to limit die range of the wake field or finite energy spread 
in the beam to provide a Landau damping mechanism. Bom of these may potentially have undesirable effect(s) on me 
efficiency of die microwave generation and/or the phase of die operating mode inside die cavities. 

In mis study we explore die feasibility of the schemes that not only can reduce the effect of the transverse (dipole) wake 
field to an acceptable level, but at the same time have minimum effect on the microwave generation process inside the cavides 
of a SWFEL/TBA. In section 2, we have the basic model equadon for studying the BBU in SWFEL/TBA and also a set of 
parameters for a base case. In section 3, we examine die effectiveness of Landau damping (or phase mixing damping) due to 
energy spread in the beam in suppressing BBU when the damping takes place only along the tubes between die cavides and 
find that it is not very effecdve. In section 4, we demonstrate dial by making die juncdons between the cavides and irises 
sufficient gradual die wake fields can be reduced to such a degree that it is possible for the natual FEL focusing alone to keep 
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Table 1 Some latest parameters for SLACs concept of 
1 TeV linear collider 

RF frequency of main linac (GHz) 11.4 
Accelerating gradient (MV/m) 100 
Pulse length (ns) 250 
Section length L (m) 1.8 
RF power per section (MW) 350 

section of RK-TWS and we use 10 MeV, 600 A drive beam (300 ns pulse length planned) tie efficiency of such a system 
(beam to rf) should be around 85%. The challenge in designing such a system is to suppress the transverse instabilities 
resulting from the propagation of the above high current, low energy beam through the narrow apertures of x-band 
microwave iiructures^, especially for a long distance, 200 meters in this case. The instabilities are due to excited transverse 
wake fields of dipole and/or higher order modes. In the RK-TB A drive beam, we encounter both the regenerative as well as 
the cumulative beam breakup instabilities. The first one is due to coupling between cells within individual traveling-wave 
structures This one is more dangerous, but with sufficient damping its threshold current can be raised above that of the drive 
beam.3 The second i-ue is due to cumulative growth of beam displacement from wake fields over a sequence of RK 
structures. Although it is less threatening within short distance, if unsuppressed, it can grow to an untolerable level for a long 
device (such as RK-TBA), pushing the beam to iris walls, and resulting in loss of beam. 

The issue of transverse instabilities in a RK-TBA has been addressed and studied in a recent paper by Houck4. It was 
shown that with sufficient damping, e.g., the de-Q-ing technique used at LLNL5, the onset of violent regenerative BBU can 
be prevented. It was also found that for the set of parameters of the TWS that are currently being tested at LLNL with the use 
of modest de-Q-ing in conjunction with staggered tuning or inclusion of effect of phase mixing damping under a fairly strong 
magnetic focusing field (Bz=8 KG) the number of TWS that the electron beam can traverse before scraping the irises is less 
than 25 which is far from enough for an efficient RK-TBA. Using stronger de-Q-ing and/or stronger staggered tuning may 
further increase the practical number of rf structures in a RK-TBA, but both of them have limitations. Therefore, it is 
necessary to find additional scheme(s) that can also suppress the BBU so that when all the above schemes combined together 
they can keep BBU in a RK-TBA to a controlable level. 

In ibis study we carry out numerical simulation examining a particular scheme that potentially can reduce significantly 
the growth of transverse instabilities on the electron bean- i;i a RK-TBA. In this scheme each RK structure, TWS for this 
study, is placed on a betatron node where the beam crosses the axis, therefore, the kicks the beam receives from the 
transverse wake fields of the TWS's are the minimum when compared to other locations for the TWS's. For the convenience 
of latter discussion we call this scheme the "betatron node scheme". It is shown in the simulation that in conjunction with 
adquate de-Q-ing, appropriate choice of geometries for the RK structures (reducing transverse impedence) and/or staggered 
tuning the "betatron node scheme" is able to suppress the overall growth of the BBU to around 4 e-fold for the latest proposed 
RK-TBA with 200 rf extraction cavities. Within the context of the "betatron node scheme" we have examined the effect of 
varying transverse impedence of TWS, Q-factor of individual cells, as well as detuning. These studies will form the basis for 
further cost optimizations of RK-TBA schemes. 

2. NUMERICAL MODELING AND BETATRON NODE SCHEME 

2.1 Numerical modeling 

The numerical modeling in this study is basically adopted from Reference 4. In the following we give a brief description 
on the modeling for the convenience of later discussion. For further detailed explanation on the modeling please refer Ref. 4. 

In this study we use the Beam Breakup (BBU) Code 6 developed at LLNL to numerically explore schemes that can 
suppress the transverse instability in a microwave generator comprised of many equally spaced traveling-wave structures 
(TWS). The BBU Code assumes that a single dipole cavity mode is dominant and the x-polarization of the electric field in 
the ifi1 cavity can be expressed as 
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E„(?,t) = f„(t)5n(?)e i« (1) 
where £ n denotes an eigenmode with eigenfrequency ©n, w denotes a characteristic frequency of the generator assumed near 
the transverse instability resonance. It is possible to show that the excitation amplitudes fn are governed by the following 
circuit equations: 
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where Q n is the quality factor of the n"1 cavity, K5* denotes the coupling of the n and n±l cavities, 1 is the current, x is the 
transverse displacement of tbe beam centroid in the x direction from the center Line, § is a phase advance, and Zj_ is the 
transverse impedance. A second equation is used for the y-polarizauon as well as single particle equations of motion in the x 
and y directions. There are several features in the BBU Code necessary for modeling a realistic structure: 

a. RF structures are treated as separate entities with specific if properties, and they have a finite longitudinal length; 
b. Electromagnetic coupling can exist between adjacent if cavities to allow the effect of regenerative BBU to be 

modeled. 

2.2 Betatron node scheme 

In a RK-TBA the electron beam that drives the RK traveling wave structures (TWS) performs betatron oscillation along 
the axis of the structures due to the magnetic focusing field. The beam experiences transverse kicks from wake fields only 
when it is inside the TWS. The further the centroid of the beam is away from the axis when it is inside the TWS the harder 
the kicks are, and therefore the larger me transverse beam displacement is resulted. In this study we designe a scheme to 
avoid the above situation and minimize the effect of the wake fields on the beam. The scheme is illustrated in Figure 2. The 
basic idea is to place each TWS on a betatron node where the beam crosses the axis and therefore, ideally should receive 
almost no kicks from the transverse wake fields (not entirely zero since a TWS has finite dimension), which would 
significantly reduce the BBU growth. We call this scheme the "betatron node scheme" for the convience of latter discussion. 
The numerical results presented in section 4 are obtained within the context of the "betatron node scheme". 

Electron Beam 

Xg=2m 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of "betatron node scheme" 

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We now examine the BBU for the new design parameters of RK-TBA under the "betatron node scheme". Our objective 
is to find out if in conjunction with adquate damping (de-Q-ing) as well as reasonable small transverse impedence for the 
cells (Zp/Q) the "betatron noe scheme" is able to keep the BBU to a tolerable level for an electron beam traversing 200 
TWS's, one section of RK-TBA. The main parameters that are used in our numerical simulation are given in Table 2. TWS's 
are spaced by 1 meter 
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TABLE 2. 
TWS Modeling Parameters in Simulations 

jipole mode lower "HEMi i branch" 
frequency (GHa) 13.6 
* cells per TWS 6 
IWS electrical length 5.2626 cm 
:ell aperture (mm) 14, 
group velocity 0.14c, 
Qwall (ce'!s) 3000 (2), 7000 (4) 
3ext (damped cells) 10 
Z±/QwaU 5Q/ceIl 
r w s spacing 100 cm (center to center) 
1c currents 600 amps 
pulse lengm 100 ns 
beam energy 10 MeV 
initial offset 10"7 (normalized) 
solenoidal field (B z) 2.2029 KG 

and magnetic field BZ=2.2KG. All six cells within each of TWS are de-Q-ed (Q=10) and Zp/Q per cell is 5 (experiments at 
LLNL have indicated that Zp/Q < 10 per cell is possible). The simulation result is presented in Figure 3. It shows that the 
growth of BBU is fairly slow and at the end of 200 structures the overall growth is only around 4 e-fold, which is an 
acceptable number. 

1 0 - S T , 

-

10"'H . 1 . 
0 100 200 

Number of TWS 

Fig. 3 BBU growth versus number of TWS under "betatron node scheme" for a RK-TB A with 10 MeV, 600 A drive beam 
with Zp/Q=5 and Q=10 for each of six cells of a TWS. 

Figure 4 show evolution of the transverse displacements of the beam centroid at two TWS's. It is seen that the growth of 
the centroid features convective instability. Also the portion of the envelope that is diplaced from the axis mainly 
concentrates within a narrow region and is also fairly close to the front of the pulse. Even at the 200 m TWS, the maximum 
displacement of the envelope is still within 50 ns. Thus, our simulation results for the 100 ns pulse can also be applied to the 
corresponding cases of a 300 ns pulse, i. e., the pulse length proposed for the latest RK-TB A. 
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Fig. 4 Centroid displacement of the beam for Fig. 3 at (a) 100th TWS, and (b) 200th TWS 
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3.2 Various parameter studies 

In the following, we examine the effects of varying magnetic field, staggered tuning and Q-factor of individual cells. 
These studies serve to have better understanding on the scheme and form the basis for further cost optimizations of RK-TB A 
schemes. 
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Fig. 5 BBU growth versus number of TWS for different magnetic field values (20MeV, 1.2kA beam with Zp/Q=l0 per cell 
and Qi (i=l-6) the base case) 
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3.2.1 Sensitivity to magnetic field: 

Figure 5 gives a comparison of BBU growths for four cases which corresponds to locating TWS's at four different places 
with respect to the betatron nodes. It is seen that when all the TWS's are located on the nodes (a) the growth is significantly 
slower than the other three cases when TWS's are off the nodes by (b) Xg/100, (c) Xp/10 and (d) Xp/4. Case (d) corresponds 
to the worst case when the structures are located on the anti-nodes where the beam reaches the peaks of its betatron 
oscillation. All the measurements are taken at the TWS's where the restriction on the transverse dimmension of the beam is 
the most severe. Looking at curve (a) in Figure 5, we may find that the BBU growth has two regimes, the first one features a 
slow and relatively flat growth (call it "plateau") and the second one shows a faster, exponential growth. The slow growth 
feature is unique for the "betatron node scheme" while [he exponential growth one shared by all four cases. It is believed that 
the "take off of the fast growth for the case of the "betatron node scheme" is due to phase sEppages of the nodes of the beam 
with respect to the TWS's. This phase slippages are likely caused by the perturbations of the wake fields on the beam. It is 
seen that for one case, case(b), when Bz is just 1% less than the exact (Bo) value after 8 structures's cumulation of phase 
slippage the exponential growth takes off. Of course this is somewhat diffemt from the case: when Bz is at the exact value. 
The situation there is IitUe bit more complicated and the exponential growth is also slower than that of not on-node cases. 
Fig. 5 shows that the "betatron node scheme" is very sensitive to the phases of the nodes (with respect to the center of the 
structures). To make it work on a real device we can use feedback technique to correct the phase slippage so that the growth 
of the BBU effect can be kept on the "plateau" regime for more TWS's. 

3.2.2 Staggered tuning: 

varying the structures along the beam line we can shift the frequency of the dipole mode and decoherence the kicks from 
the wake fields to,the beam, which reduces the BBU. This is the so called staggered tuning technique. General speaking, 
staggered tuning costs less than de-Q-ing, therefore, from die economical point of view we want to apply this technique and 
relax the number of cells that needs to be de-Q-ed. To illustrate the effect of the staggered tuning on the BBU we present in 
Figure 6 a comparison between a case with staggered tuning and me correponding one without For the first case 5 different 
configurauons of TWS's are used (frequencies (GHz): 13.75, 13.675, 13.6, 13.525; cell apertures (mm): 13.45:13, 13.5,14, 
15,16; group velocities: 0.12 c, 0.13c, 0.14c, 0.15c, 0.16c), the spread on me dipole frequency is about 2.%. 
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Fig. 6 BBU growth versus number of TWS for both with and without staggered tuning cases (20MeV, 1.2kA beam wim 
Zp/Q=40 per cell and Qj (i=l-6) the base case). 
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3.23 Location of unde-Q-ed cell(s): 

If not all the cells are de-Q-ed the location(s) of unde-Q-ed cell(s) can also make a lot of difference on the growth of BBU. 
Take as an example one case in which five out of six cells of each TWS are de-Q-ed (Q=10) and one is not (Q=10^). It is 
found that when the unde-Q-ed cell is located at the middle of the structure the BBU growth stays in the slow growth regime 
(so called "plateau") about three times as long as that of the case when it is located close to the end of the structure, as is 
shown in Figure 7. Therefore, it is possible that by choosing the locations of unde-Q-ed cell(s) wisely we may be able to 
reduce the number of cells that needs to be de-Q-ed. 
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Fig. 7 BBU grov/th versus number of TWS for different locations of the unde-Q-ed cell. (20MeV, 1.2kA beam with Zp/Q=20 
per cell). 

4. SUMMARY 

It is found in the this simulation study that by placing the relativistic klystron traveling wave structures on the betatron 
nodes, in conjunction with adquate de-Q-ing, appropriate choice of geometries for the rf structures (reducing transverse 
impedence) and/or staggered tuning we can suppress the overall growth of transverse instabilities to 4 e-fold for the new 
designofRK-TBA. 
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